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Abstrat
In what respet does terrestrial physis reet the two unique features of the global gravitational
eld: its innite range and its equivalene to spaetime urvature? We quote the evidene that true
irreversibility, i.e. the growth of the Boltzmann entropy of any nite system, is the onsequene
of the global state of the gravitation dominated and expanding universe. Moreover, as another
example, we alulate the eet of global expansion and of the gravitational potential observed in
our Loal Group on spae-time metri in terms of urvature. Surprisingly, we nd an energy density
T
00
whih is in numerial agreement with the purely quantum theoretial result for the Casimir
energy density ontaining Plank's onstant.
∗
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I. INTRODUCTION
Exploring the dynamis of our solar system in the seventeenth entury and the disovery
of its governing priniple - the universal law of gravitation - marks the beginning of modern
siene and has paved the way towards enlightenment. Yet even 300 years after Newton
and 90 years after Einstein's general relativity we seem still to be just at the beginning of
gravitational physis and still searh for the onnetion between our theories of the quantum
dominated miro-world and the gravitation dominated universe. At least in one ase - that
of the osmologial onstant - the astronomially observed value is in horrendous disrepany
with preditions from miro-physis [1, 2℄. If Newton himself would have tried to grasp as
a total whole what was observable in the universe at his time, perhaps today we would still
wait for the knowledge about gravity we learned from him. And many new disoveries would
not have been made.
For the present understanding of gravitation a basi disovery is that of physial elds
having a reality of their own. It freed us from the pereption of an absolute spae devoid of
any interation - a global inertial system. What Einstein wrote in 1953 is valid until today
[3℄: Another way to overome the inertial system than by eld theory no one has found so
far. In this paper we take the existene and properties of the global gravitational eld for
granted: its innite range and the urvature indued by - or rather equivalent to - it and
look for loal manifestations of these properties. In Setion II this is done in the ontext of
statistial physis along an evidene not often found in textbooks on statistial mehanis.
In Setion III we disuss large sale observations and their quantum physial relevane. The
values of these large sale observations are used in Setion IV to express quantum physial
orders of magnitudes solely by the eld theory of gravitation - Einstein's general relativity.
II. GRAVITATION AND THE SECOND LAW
The impat of gravitation on the statistial behavior of loal, e.g. terrestrial maro-
systems an be seen as follows: The statistial or Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy −〈ln ρ〉 is
easily shown to be stritly onstant in time both in lassial and in quantum statistial
mehanis as long as the density ρ and the average 〈. . .〉 refer to a stritly losed system. It
is only the marosopi or thermodynami entropy of systems prepared in a non-equilibrium
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state, i.e. their ability to do marosopi work, that does in fat exhibit an often rather fast
inrease, even when they are pratially isolated. This, however, has nothing to do with
fundamental irreversibility, i.e. with a loss of order on the level of miro-states, but is due to
reversible, but ergodi and mixing dynamis and to the oarse graining resulting inevitably
from the marosopi nature of all measurements.
Where, then, lies the ause of the loss of mirosopi order, of true time asymmetry and
of the universal arrow of time that apparently prevails even though interations are time-
symmetri? It lies in the fat that with respet to gravitation no system is ever losed. The
bigger we make a system in an attempt to inlude its walls, the more it is dominated by
gravitation, the more open it gets: we live in an open universe. As already pointed out by
Borel 80 years ago [4℄, moving a mass of some kg by some m on Sirius 5 light-years away
would ompletely hange the miro-state of 1023 moleules in a ontainer on earth within a
few minutes. The farthest boundary about whih empirial siene may talk is the horizon
where the red-shift diverges; atio in the sense of Newton's 3rd law may go out towards it,
but reatio does not ome bak from beyond. Low entropy states of subsystems (hot oee
in a ool room, living beings in old spae) are possible, beause the one universe in whih
we (are able to) live started in a state of extreme order, this order slowly being suked out
towards innity. Thus the growth of disorder observed in any nite subsystem an proeed
through time-symmetri interations, not beause this is a law of nature but beause it is a
property of the very speial state of our universe. This insight is ertainly not ompletely
new, but seems to nd its way only very slowly into statistial mehanis textbooks.
III. EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE AND LARGE SCALE OBSERVATIONS
Does the present state of our universe produe a gravitational environment, whih has
not been quantied in terms of eld theory so far? Indeed, two large sale astronomial ob-
servations an be onneted via the spei quality of the gravitational eld, the equivalene
priniple. The rst is the observation of Hubble expansion being aelerated globally, the
seond is the observation of the Loal Group being aelerated loally. If aording to the
equivalene priniple a uniform aeleration loally orresponds to a onstant homogeneous
gravitational eld, the aelerated Hubble expansion must have a gravitational ounterpart.
This gravitational ounterpart might be given by the gravitational potential whih is re-
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sponsible for the aeleration of the Loal Group. The absolute value of suh a potential
φ in the solar system an be estimated from astronomial observations [5, 6℄ to be about
φ ≈ 10−5 in geometri units. The sales are suh that φ is onstant in spae through the
entire solar system up to 10−11. The absolute value of φ lies well above the value of the
potential of the sun on earth and well above linear approximations of general relativity [7℄.
The idea that this potential might get signiane in quantum physis has been pushed
forward by Ahluwalia in a seminal paper [8℄. Similar to the Aharonov-Bohm eet [9℄ show-
ing in the ase of eletromagneti interation that it is quantum physis whih in ontrast
to lassial physis is able to detet even a onstant potential itself, quantum physis should
also be able to detet a regionally onstant potential in the ase of gravitational interation.
This argument is underlined in [8℄ by the fat that the gradient of φ is pratially zero
through the entire solar system. In [8℄ the role of φ in non-relativisti quantum mehanis
is disussed and its eet on neutrino osillations is estimated. In both ases a linear, weak
eld approximation of general relativity is used implying a at bakground. Here, we disuss
the physial signiane of φ from a general relativisti viewpoint, beause its high absolute
value makes a mathematial treatment in a at inertial bakground questionable.
IV. GRAVITATION AND LOCAL CURVATURE
Aording to general relativity a gravitational eld ats as urvature of spaetime. If
there is no signiant spatial variation of the eld within the solar system, it is only temporal
variation, whih remains in order to make suh a potential aessible to dierential geometry
in a spaetime approah. This temporal variation is given by the Hubble expansion. Indeed,
as is shown in [10℄, the present order of magnitude of the Hubble onstant and that of suh
a gravitational potential t together surprisingly well in fairly simple urvature alulations.
Here we do the alulations without any referene to a spei osmologial model, espeially
without use of the deeleration parameter q0.
The potential gains time dependene by the sale fator of the Hubble expansion,
φ(t) = −
rg
l(t)
and φ˙(t) =
rg
l(t)
l˙(t)
l(t)
= −φ(t)H(t), (1)
where rg =
GM
c2
denotes the gravitational radius and H(t) = l˙(t)
l(t)
the Hubble funtion. Then
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a purely time-dependent spaetime metri an be onstruted
gµν = diag(−A(t), B(t), B(t), B(t)),
where A = 1 + φ(t) and B = 1− φ(t). A straightforward alulation of the G00-omponent
of the Einstein urvature tensor Gµν yields
G00 = −
3
4
B˙(t)2
A(t)2B(t)2
. (2)
(The negative sign is due to a ontration of the urvature tensor on the rst and the forth
index.) Aording to the Einstein eld equations,
Gµν = 8πT µν , (3)
G00 is equivalent to an energy density T 00
T 00 = −
3
32π
B˙(t)2
A(t)2B(t)2
, (4)
whih an be evaluated at our epoh t = t0 as follows. We use φ˙(t) given in (1), the present
value of the Hubble onstant H(t0) =
1
1.3×1028cm
in geometri units and an estimate of suh
a gravitational potential of φ(t0) = −3.0× 10
−5
as in [8℄, to alulate T 00 in (4) to be:
T 00 = −0.06
2.6× 10−66
cm2
. (5)
This lies quite near at the Casimir energy density ǫC = −
pi2~c
240 d4
[11, 12℄ for a unit area
and a distane d = 1cm written in geometri units, where Plank's onstant ~ beomes
~
gu = 2.6× 10−66cm2 and c is put equal to one,
ǫ
gu
C = −0.04
2.6× 10−66
cm2
. (6)
Although this alulation does not display the d−4 dependene, typial for the Casimir fore,
it points to a onnetion between a gravitational environment desribed solely in terms of
urvature by the eld theory of gravitation, i.e. general relativity, and a miro-physial
quantity ontaining Plank's onstant. It should also be pointed out that this alulation
uses a part of the nonlinear Einstein eld equations, whih is either often gauged away in
alulations implying at bakground or is taken as instantaneous onstraint rather than
representing a real eld.
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V. CONCLUSION
The result allows the speulation that Plank's onstant might indeed be onneted to
gravitational eets. It seems that our great teaher Albert Einstein also was on the inside
trak in searhing for eld theoreti explanations of quantum physial phenomena rather
than spooky ones - a fat not too often disussed in the elebrated Einstein year 2005.
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